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1. (a) (i) Award ONE mark for: 1(L4) 

• weight 

• gravitational pull/attraction. 

ONE mark may be awarded for: 

• gravity. 

Do not give credit for an insufficient 

response: 

• downward pull [given]. 

  

(ii) Award ONE mark for an indication of the upward push of the water: 1(L4) 

• upthrust 

• upward push of the water/solution/liquid 

• a force up from the water. 

 Give credit for a correct response that goes beyond the 

key stage 2 programme of study: 

• buoyancy. 

ONE mark may be awarded for: 

• a force up 

• an upward push/force. 

Do not give credit for an insufficient 

response: 

• a force [given] 

• (amount of) salt 

• a force from the water [no direction 

indicated] 

• water resistance. 

  

(b) Award ONE mark for an estimation greater than 34 cm3 but less than 

39 cm
3
. 1(L3) 

  

(c) Award ONE mark for: 1(L5) 

•  salt    
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(d) Award ONE mark for both correct words circled: 1(L5) 

 The greater the upwards

downwards

 force on the clay ball, the 
higher

lower
 it floats. 

Do not give credit for a response that 

includes incorrect science: 

• The greater the downwards force on the 

clay ball, the lower it floats [the 

downward force of weight does not 

change because the amount of clay is 

constant]. 
[5] 

 

  

2. (a) Award ONE mark for: 1(L3) 

 The force from the water   

pushing the boat up. 

   

  

(b) Award ONE mark for recognising that the larger lump of modelling clay 1(L3) 

makes boat 2 sit lower in the water or that boat 2 is heavier: 

 boat 2 has more clay; 

 the lump of clay in boat 2 is bigger/ heavier; 

 the clay makes it heavier; 

 the heavier the boat, the lower it sinks; 

 it is heavier/weighs more; 

 there is more force (pulling/pushing) down. 

  

ONE mark may be awarded for an absolute 

response implying that boat 2 has more 

modelling clay than boat 1: 

 boat 2 has a lot of clay; 

 boat 2 is heavy. 

  

Do not give credit for an insufficient 

response: 

 the clay is weighing down the boat; 

 boat 2 floats lower because of the 

modelling clay; 

 there is a force. 
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(c) Award ONE mark for a horizontal arrow pointing left drawn anywhere 1(L3) 

on the picture: 

■ 

 

ONE mark may be awarded for an arrow 

pointing left that is within 45° of the 

horizontal: 

■ 

 

Do not give credit for an insufficient 

response where a line is drawn from the 

straw to the sail with no arrowhead. 

  

(d) Award ONE mark for: 1(L4) 

 friction. 

ONE mark may be awarded for: 

 air resistance; 

 water resistance; 

 drag. 

  

Do not give credit for a response that 

includes incorrect science: 

 gravity/weight. 

Do not give credit for an insufficient 

response describing friction: 

 (the force from the) air/water/wind. 

  

(e) Award ONE mark for a response indicating that the big sail will have 1(L5) 

a greater pushing/blowing force on it: 

 the force on the big sail is larger; 

 there is more sail for the blowing force to act on; 

 there is a bigger force because it has more sail to push; 

 the small sail will not get as much pushing force so it will be slower. 
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ONE mark may be awarded for a response 

indicating that the big sail catches or traps 

more air/wind, pushing it along 

(faster/further): 

 the bigger sail catches more wind and is 

pushed faster; 

 more air will collect in the big sail to 

push it along. 

Do not give credit for a response that 

includes incorrect science: 

 air resistance makes the boat go faster. 

  

Do not give credit for an insufficient 

response where the forces on the sail have 

not been described: 

 the bigger the sail, the faster the boat 

[this is a consequence of a bigger force, 

not a description of the force]; 

 the big sail will catch the wind better; 

 a bigger sail will catch more wind; 

 the small sail does not get as much wind; 

 the wind will blow the bigger sail faster 

[given]. 
[5] 

 

 


